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A method is indicated by which multiple factor analysis may be 
used in determining a number, r, and then in selecting.~'."predicting:' 
variables out of n variables so that  each of the remaining n~r vari- 
ables may be predicted almos~ as well from the ~ variables as it  
could be predicted f rom all the n - -1  variables. 
One of the  unsolved questions o f  multiple factor analysis deals 
with the relation of multiple factor analysis to multiple correlation. 
Rofl ( l )  has previously given some theorems dealing with this  sub- 
ject, but  his approach emphasized the application of multiple correla- 
tion results in determining communality. The present paper empha- 
sizes the contribution of the factor analysis results to multiple corre- 
lation. 
Suppose that  the intereorrelations of variables 1, 2, 3 , - - . ,  ] ,°- - ,  n 
are subjected to a multiple factor analysis which results in r common 
factors. The resulting weights are indicated by aj~ where the first 
subscript indicates the variable and the second subscript indicates the 
factor. Let the communality of test  ] be indicated by h~t, and the 
uniqueness by u~s (Z, p. 63). 
We let the r common factors be represented by r orthogonal uni t  
reference vectors and prove the theorem, given previously by Roff (1, 
p. 2) with somewhat different emphasis, "The multiple correlation of  
variable ] with the r unit  orthogonal reference vectors is equal to t h e  
square root of the communality of variable j ."  
We first construct the matr ix  of the correlations involving vari- 
able i and the r reference vectors. We note first tha t  the  correlation of 
reference vector i with itself is uni ty and that  the correlation of refer- 
ence vector i with any other reference vector is 0. Furthermore,  the 
correlation of variable ] with reference vector i is the correlation be- 
between 
and y~, and is 
~ 1 6 3 - -  
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This  resul t  was  prev ious ly  indica ted  by Roff (1 ,  p. 3) .  
r = 3 ,  the d e t e r m i n a n t  o f  the cor re la t ions  becomes 
aj~ 1 0 0 
A =  
a;2 0 1 0 
a;a 0 0 1 
In  case 
I f  now the  e lements  of  the  second co lumn a re  mul t ip l ied  by  - -  as1, t he  
e l emen t s  of  the  th i rd  co lumn a re  mul t ip l ied  by  - -  ass,  t h e  e lements  of  
the  f o u r t h  co lumn by  ~ as3, and  the  resu l t s  added  to  the  f irs t  column,  
we ge t  





wh ere  u2i = 1 ~ a'-i, - -  a~is ~ a~s~. 
¢~)2 ai.s 
0 0 
1 0 = u 2 j  ' 
0 1 
Th e  p roo f  f o r  the  genera l  case of r f a c t o r s  fol lows in an ident ica l  
m a n n e r  so t ha t  we have  
A = U~s, w h e r e  u~t = 1 ~ Y. a2i~ = 1 ~ h~s • 
I t  is a t  once a p p a r e n t  t ha t  the  d e t e r m i n a n t  ob ta ined  by  de le t ing  
the  f irs t  row and the  f i rs t  co lumn is 1 so tha t /1 ,1  = 1 .  Th e  usual  de- 
t e r m i n a n t a l  f o r m u l a  f o r  mul t ip le  co r r e l a t i o n  (3 ,  p. 301) t h e n  gives 
rj.,2 .... = ~ ] 1  A _ V l ~ u ~ j  = h~ .  
/111 
A n o t h e r  me thod  o f  es tab l i sh ing  th is  t h e o r e m  consis ts  in cor re la t -  
ing  
xj • as1 y, -J- ai2 y~ q - . - .  ~- afi Yi -~- -.. ~- air Yr -~- us z1 
w i th  the  " c o m m o n "  p a r t  o f  x j ,  
x's =- as, y~ ÷ as~ y~ + . . -  + ass y~ + . - -  + a~r y , ,  
and  gives  
a ' .  + a,j: + ... + a ' .  
%" - [ (a~sl + a's2 ÷ .-- ÷ a~s, ÷ u~s) (a~s, ÷ a~s2 ÷ - . -  + a~. )  ]~ 
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A second theorem is "The multiple correlation of variable j wi th  the  
n - -  1 remaining variables and the r reference vectors is equal to the  
square root  of the communali ty of  variable j ."  This theorem was also 
given by  Roff (1, p. 2) (with somewhat  different emphasis) who im- 
plied that  it followed f rom the first theorem with the statement,  "Since 
the correlation between any two tests j and k is 0 a f t e r  common fac- 
tors  have been removed, a second theorem follows immediately." 
A more formal  proof  is outlined below. 
The matr ix  of the n variables and the r reference vectors is com- 
posed of four  different types of matrices if  the n variables precede the 
r factors  both horizontally and vertically. In the upper  r ight  hand 
corner there is the  factorial  matrix,  in the lower lef t  hand corner  
there is the t ranspose of  the  factorial  matr ix,  while the lower r ight  
hand corner contains the identi ty matrix.  For  example, when n ---- 3 
and ~ ---- 2, we have 
-- I ri~ ri3 ~ll 
r~i ra~ 1 ~al 
(~'11 a~21 (~31 1 
(~l~ a~ (~2 0 




The process used in establishing Theorem II  is similar to tha t  used 
in establishing Theorem I. The elements of column 4 are multiplied 
by  - - a l l ,  the elements of column 5 are multiplied by - - ~ ,  and the 
results added to the elements of column 1. Similarly the elements of  
column 4 are multiplied by  ---a~1, the  elements of column 5 are  multi-  
plied by - - 4 ~ ,  and the results  are  added to column 2. Also the ele- 
ments  of column 4 are multiplied by  - -a~ l ,  the  elements of column 5 
are  multiplied by  ---a3~, and the results added to column 3. The re- 
sults give a matrix,  whose determinant,  LJ, equals the determinant  of 
the original matrix,  o f  the form 
u21 0 0 a'u a12- 
0 u22 0 .~1 a ~  
0 0 u23 0,31 o ~  
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
w h e r e  u~i ---- 1 ~ o~j~ ~ a2j2, 
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and it is immediately apparent  that  the determinant,  A,  of the matr ix  
is 
zl ---- u~i u22 u%. 
By similar reasoning it can be shown that  the detel~ninant of the 
intercorrelation coefficients of  n ~- r rows and columns can be reduced 
to a determinant  which is composed of four  parts.  The upper left  en- 
tries constitute a diagonal matr ix  with elements u2s, the upper  r ight  
entries constitute the factorial  matrix,  the lower left  entries constitute 
the 0 matrix, while the lower r ight  entries constitute an identity ma- 
trix.  Hence 
ZJ ---~ ~(~i U ~  " " "  ~t2~ - 
This argument  can be reduced to mat r ix  notation. If  the funda-  
mental matr ix  equation is A A '  = R - -  U ~ and if  we let A (M) denote 
the determinant  of  the matrix,  M ,  then 
I f  d n is the determinant  obtained by deleting variable ] f rom the 
variables,  then 
A 
zJ z is also the cofactor  of rjj  and ~ ---- u2r 
I f  we let Ri be the multiple correlation of  variable ] with the n---1 
remaining variables and the r factors, then 
Rj = 1 dj--j - V l - - u ' j  = hi .  
An important  corollary follows at once f rom Theorem II. "The 
multiple correlation of variable ] with  the n---1 remaining variables 
is equal to or less than the square root of the communali ty of variable 
] ." This, too, was  given essentially by Roff (1,  p. 4) who empha- 
sized the fact  tha t  the multiple correlation might  be used to provide 
an est imate of the communality.  The emphasis in the present  paper  
is on the fact that  the square root of the communality, or even an 
approximation to it as indicated by the Thurstone method (2, p. 89),  
may be used as an upper  bound for  the multiple correlation. (In later 
papers it will be shown how multiple and part ial  correlations can be 
found from multiple fac tor  resul ts) .  In the present  paper  the a t tempt  
is made to answer  the question, " I s  i t  possible to find a small number,  
r, of  variables, f rom which it is possible to predict  each of  the  n--~- 
remaining variables almost as well as though each variable were  pre- 
dicted from all the n - -1  other  var iables?"  In answer ing  this question, 
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the square root of the communality is used as an upper limit against 
which one may measure the approximate loss of predictive power. 
A simple problem involving only four variables has been chosen 
to illustrate the method, as it permits the examination of all possible 
multiple correlation coefficients. The method has also been applied 
with reasonable success to the prediction of the scores on 15 vari- 
ables from the scores of four other variables (4).  
The simple illustration is one previously used by Hotelling (5) .  
The variables are, in order: 
(1) memory for words 
(2) memory for numbers 
(3) memory for meaningful symbols 
(4) memory for meaningless symbols. 
In Table I are presented the intercorrelation coefficients which 
Hotelling obtained from T. L. Kelley, rounded to two decimal places. 
TABLE I. Inteq'vorrelations of Fou~ Memory Tests 
Tes t  1 2 3 4 
1 1.00 .96 .77 .54 
2 .96 1.00 .86 .70 
3 .77 .86 1.00 .82 
4 .54 .70 .82 1.OO 
With such a small number of variables it is feasible to secure all 
possible multiple correlation coefficients. These are given in Table II. 
The predicting tests are indicated in the first column. 
TABLE II .  All Possible Multiple Correlations of the Four Tests 
Average multiple 
Predicting correlation, 
Test Predicted Test not including 
1 2 3 4 predicting tests 
One 
t e s t  
Two 
t e s t s  
T h r e e  
t e s t s  
1 1.00 .96 .77 .54 .76 
2 .96 1.00 .86 .70 .84 
3 .77 .86 1.00 .82 .82 
4 .54 .70 .82 1.00 .69 
1,2 1.00 1.~0 .88 .84 .86 
1,3 1.00 .98 1.00 .83 .905 
1,4 1.00 .98 .90 1.00 .94 
2,3 .97 1.00 1.00 .82 .895 
2,4 .98 1.O0 .91 1.00 .945 
3,4 .79 .86 1.00 1.00 .825 
t 1~2,3 1.00 1.0O 1.00 .88 .88 
12 ,4  1.00 1.00 .91 1.00 .91 
1,3,4 1.00 .98 1.00 1.00 .98 
2,3,4 .99 1.00 1.00 1.00 .99 
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It  appears  f rom the above table that  there  is a definite increase 
in predictive power as one goes f rom one-test  prediction to two-test  
prediction. There is also considerable variat ion in the predictive pow- 
er  of  the different combinations of two tests. The best  predict ing com- 
binat ion seems to be the tests 2,4 with the combination 1,4 a close 
second. In the case of three-test  prediction, there is a slight improve- 
ment  in predictive power. Specifically, the tests 2,4 predict  all the 
tests 1,2,3,4 almost as well as do the tests 1,2,4. That  is, the inclusion 
of tes t  1 does not  greatly improve the predictive power, except tha t  of 
test  1 itself. The inclusion of test  3 does make some improvement.  
I t  is possible to determine by  exhaust ive methods, as in the above 
example, jus t  how many  tests  and wha t  tes ts  should be chosen. In 
the general case involving a very  large number  of variables, however,  
such exhaustive methods are  out  of the question. 
A technique for  exhaust ive methods has been worked out  by 
Frisch (6 ) .  As a mat te r  of fac t  his Confluence Analysis should be 
studied closely by  all who work  with multiple correlations in which 
the predicting variables are correlated. However ,  his technique is 
hardly  feasible when the number  of variables is larger  than 12. Ac- 
cording to his est imate (6,  p. 97),  his "tilling," which takes only a 
little over four  hours fo r  a five-variable problem, would take over 565 
hours for  a twelve-variable problem. In such a case it  is preferable,  
i f  the results can be used in obtaining the essential information, to 
utilize a centroid solution, part icular ly if, as is customary,  the num- 
ber  of factors  is appreciably less than the number  of  variables. 
The correlation coefficients of  Table I were subjected to a cen- 
troid solution. The approximation scheme, which Thurs tone recom- 
mends, for  placing in the diagonals at  each step the absolute value of  
the  largest  en t ry  in the appropr ia te  row, was  followed. The values 
of  the communalities result ing are first approximat ions  to the t rue  
communalities. These approximations are not so good with n and r 
small as with n and r large. 
In a few minutes it was possible to show that,  aside from small 
residuals, the intercorrelations could be explained on the basis of two 
factors.  The factor  loadings, with  the corresponding h~s and hj are 
given in Table III.  
TABLE III.  The Facto~r Loadlngs  ~ T h u r s t o n e  App~'oximat ion Method  
Test I I I  h~ i h i 
1 .901 .402 .973 .986 
2 .968 .233 .991 .995 
3 .9"24 --.19g .g91 .944 
4 .801 --.418 .816 .903 
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Roff suggested that  the multiple correlations might be placed in 
the main diagonal and communalities computed. These are available 
from Table II. The resulting factor weights do not differ much from 
those of Table III. 
In multiple factor theory it is important to isolate primary traits 
and to work out the regression equations giving the primary traits in 
terms of the original variables. The values of specified variables can 
then be obtained by providing regression equations giving the values 
of these variables in terms of the primary traits. It  is our purpose to 
attain this end, prediction of actual values, more directly by obtaining 
regression equations giving the values of the n - -  r variables in terms 
of the values of r of the original variables, hereafter  called "funda- 
mental" variables. We would be willing to sacrifice some of the pre- 
dictive power if such direct methods might be made available. It is 
evident that this problem, as stated, demands a least squares solution 
and need not be translated into multiple factor analysis. 
If, however, each of the primary traits of a multiple factor 
analysis coincided with one of the original variables, it would be possi- 
ble to use the values of these fundamental variables as independent 
variables and to compute the values of other variables from them 
without the necessity of considering pr imary traits as such. Even 
though no variables are coincident with the primary traits, it may 
be possible to find a variable in the vicinity of the primary trai t  which 
may serve as a fundamental variable. The selection of such a funda- 
mental variable usually results in some small loss of predictive power. 
An approximate estimate of the maximum loss of predictive power 
may be obtained by comparing the multiple correlation resulting from 
these fundamental variables with the square root of the communality 
of the predicted variable. 
I f  simple structure is present and if at least one of the variables 
is near each of the primary traits, the method is quite certain to give 
satisfactory results. However, the demonstration of simple structure 
and the isolation of primary traits take considerable time. 
It  is sometimes possible to make a good selection of the funda- 
mental variables from the centroid weightings themselves. Plot the 
coordinates of the factor loadings and determine from the graph ap- 
proximately which points may serve as vertices so that the hyper- 
planes will come as nearly as possible to passing through the points 
representing the other variables. With such an informal method it 
is possible that different combinations of the original variables might 
have approximately the same predictive power. The justification is 
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not in a formal method of selection, but in the fact  tha t  in the re- 
sults the fundamental  variables account for the major  portion of the 
possible multiple correlation. 
It should be emphasized tha t  the fundamental  variables so selected 
are not to be considered as pr imary  in a unique psychologic'? sense. 
They are simply variables which may be substituted for  the complete 
set of variables with little loss of predictive power. I f  unique mean- 
ing is desired, one should follow the method as outlined by Thur- 
stone (2) .  
In the illustration above the factor  loadings can be used as co- 
ordinates, the points representing the variables (1), (2), (3), (4). 
The question then arises: Which two-point combination of the 
four  points should be chosen? We wish to choose two points so tha t  
the line passing through these points will come as nearly as possible 
to passing through the other two points. Inspection reveals that  the 
combinations 1,2 and 3,4 are unsatisfactory.  These combinations were 
the least sat isfactory combinations as revealed by Table II. Inspec- 
tion also shows that  the combinations 1,4 and 2,4 are among" the best. 
This result also agrees with Table II. 
As a mat ter  of fact  there is little to choose between the 1,4 and 
the 2,4 combinations. Actually the 2,4 combination is slightly better, 
as judged by the s tandard deviation of errors. Computing the errors, 
we g e t  
e1.~4 = . 0 1 1  e2,4 = . 0 0 8  
e~.~4 = .004 ca.14 = .009 
so tha t  the line through 2,4 fits the four  points slightly better than  
the line through 1,4. This agrees with the result of Table II. 
With the tests selected the problem becomes a s t ra ight  least 
squares problem. The regression coefficients may be computed f rom 
the correlation coefficients or f rom the actual original scores, if avail- 
able. Methods of solving the groups of regression equations which 
are demanded here have been outlined (7) ,  (8 ) .  
The multiple correlation coefficients are then found by the 
formula 
rs.,~ .... = V ~ , r i ,  -I- / l~rs~+ . . . .  + / ~ .  
I f  there are three factors, the graphing may be done on a sphere 
with the use of augmented coordinates. I f  there are four  or more fac- 
tors, the first three may be plotted in three-dimensional space and the 
values of the loadings on the smaller factors considered in the selec- 
tion of the fundamental  variables. I f  a formal  test  of best selection is 
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desired, the distance f rom each point (representing a variable) to the 
hyperplane may be computed througn the tentative fundamental  ver- 
tices, and the fundamental  vertices may be so chosen tha t  the s tandard 
deviation of these distances is a minimum. In many cases, however, 
this mathematical  work is not demanded, since the justification of the 
selection of the tentative variables is shown by the fact  that  the multi- 
ple correlation coefficient is nearly as large as the square root of the 
communality. In the above illustration, for  example, 
rl.2~ = .978 while h~ = .986 ; 
r3.:~ = .913 while h3 = .944 . 
SUMMARY 
A method is indicated by which a centroid solution may be used 
in determining 
1. an approximation to the greatest  possible multiple cor- 
relation ; 
2. an indication of the number of " fundamenta l"  variables ; 
3. rough methods for  indicating tentative selections. 
The limitations of the method are apparent.  I t  (1) is not very 
formal, (2) leaves considerable to the ingenuity of the worker, and (3) 
provides no guarantee tha t  the results are the best that  can be ob- 
tained. Its virtue is in the fact  that  in many cases and with a rela- 
tively small amount  of effort, it provides a reasonably sat isfactory 
answer  to the problem of reducing the number of independent vari- 
ables. I t  permits the approximate solution of  some problems which, 
because of the enormous amount  of computation which is demanded 
by a more formal method, would not be attempted. 
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